1. Call to Order and Roll Call: Mark Wadsworth 1:00 – 1:10 ET
2. Blessing: Roselyn Yazzie 1:10 – 1:15 ET
3. Welcome and Review of Agenda/Meeting Materials: Abby Cruz 1:15 – 1:30 ET
4. Public Comment Period: Mark Wadsworth 1:30 – 2:30 ET
5. Break 2:30 – 2:45 ET
7. CNAFR Working Session: Mark Wadsworth 3:15 – 5:00 ET
   - Subcommittee Read Out
     - Land Management
     - Credit and Credit Desert
     - Youth and Education
     - Food Security
     - Administration
     - Farm Bill
   - Proposed Recommendations
8. Adjourn 5:00 ET